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Abstract: The binding energy of hyper-strange matter in the hadronic 

phase is calculated as a function of strangeness fraction in the mean 

field approximation to a relativistic field theory of matter. This is 

compared to a calculation of Chin and Kerman for the quark phase. 
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In a recent letter, Chin and Kerman 1 have suggested the possible 

production of long-lived hyper-strange multi-quark objects in high-energy 

nuclear collisions. They studied the stability of quark matter as a 

function of the fraction of strange quarks. Based on the currently 

popular values of the MIT-bag constants they found that the energy per 

baryon of infinite matter becomes a minimum for a ratio of strangeness to 

baryon number approximately two. This minimum lies above the energy of 

free nucleons so that an object made of this matter is only metastable, 

its decay being still characterized by the weak decay lifetime of strange 

baryons and evaporation processes. 

In this note, we investigate whether a hyper-strange ~9ronic 

object also possesses a metastable state and would have a lower or higher 

energy than the corresponding _q_~~~ object. We do this by means of an 

extension of a relativistic field theory of matter solved in the mean 

field approximation. 2 In this theory the nucleons are coupled to scalar 

and vector mesons. The meson fields are approximated by their mean 
- .J. 

values, which are related to the scalar and baryon densities 0¢ and~~. 

The nucleon field~ then obeys a Dirac-like equation in which the nucleon 

rnass is shifted by the scalar field and the conergy .:::igcnvalues by the 



2 

vector field. The ratio of coupling constants to masses of the mesons are 

two parameters which are adjusted to reproduce the saturation properties 

of infinite nuclear matter. To this system we now add the hyperon 

A(lll6), 2:(1193) and ~(1318) fields, each of which is coupled to the 

mesons. The strength of this coupling is not well established. Universal 

coupling is sonevvhat suggested for the coupling of these octet baryons to 

the mesons. On the other hand vJe can look to hyper-nuclei for evidence. 

A A-nucleus potential of about l/2 of the nucleon-nucleus shell model 

pot~ntial in light nuclei produces the correct binding energy. 3 

Therefore, we consider two possibilities: that the hyperons have 

H N the same coupling as the nucleons do to the mesons, 1) g = g , or 2) 

gH = gN/12 vJhere the 1/12 corresponds to a l"eduction in potential 

strength of 1/2. 

Formulation 

The interaction part of the lagrangian density is 

1vhere o and wll denote the neutral scalar and vector meson fields. In 

the static approximation these would give rise to attractive and repulsive 

Yukawa potentials, respectively. The Dirac fields are represented by ili 
a 

1vhere a labels the va1~ious baryons, N, 1\, 1:, The field free parts of 

the la gran g ian dens i ty are 

(2a) 

(2b) 
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We use the standard notation of Bjorken and Drell . 4 

(2c) 

(2d) 

For static uniform infinite matter, the Euler Lagrange equations 

yield for the ground state expectation values of the meson fields: 

2-m a 
0 

2-m w 
w )J 

( 3) 

(4) 

Substituting these 1nean fields back into the lagrangian the Euler-Lagrange 

equations for the Dirac fields become 

( 5) 

The eigenvalues are 

E! ,, g:wo 'J~--; M~ (6) 

where 

M 
a 

a-m - g a 
a a 

(7) 

is the effective mass. 

In the ground state (T = 0) only the positive energy solutions ar~ 

relevant. These states are filled in order up to the Fermi level. We 

define two Fermi energies, one for nucleons and one for hyperons, The 

Fermi rnornenta pa for nucleons and hypel·ons satisfy the equations 

E~crmi - g:(;o ~J! ~~! (8) 
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Any pa which cannot satisfy these relations for a real value must be 

set to zero, the Fermi energy lying below the effective mass M in such 
a 

a case. 

The scalar density <~~>for the plane wave spinors can be evaluated 

as 

1 

2n 
f pa m - gao 

2 a o d y g --- - p p ~ a S [ 2 + ( a-)~]1 a 0 p m g a 
a o 

(vvhere Ya is the degeneracy of species ex, [Ya 

The baryon density<~+~> is simpler, namely 

(2I + 1)(2J + 1)]) 

and it determines the rnean w
0 

field through (4). 

( 9) 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

The two equations (8),(9) have to be solved self-consistently for 

the Fermi momenta p and the scalar field a for chosen nucleon and 
a 

hyperon Fermi energies. The energy density can then be evaluated from 

This is then minimized with respect to the total baryon density as a 

function of the fraction of strangeness to baryon density 

t =I~ S P \IP a a 
a 

where S is the strangeness quantum number of the baryon type ex. 
a 

( 11) 
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Results and Discuss ion 

The coupling constants, or more precisely their ratio to meson 

masses, qN/m and gN/m were determined by Walecka2 from 
-a o w w 

the saturation binding and density of symmetric nuclear matter. P1s dis--

cussed, the coupling of the hyperons is not well esta,blished. 1-Je consider 

f . , . .I l . H N 1rsc a unlVersa coup 1ng g = g . 
o,w o,w 

The binding energy of 

matter as a function of strangeness fraction, f, minimized with respect to 

density is shown in Fig. L No minimum develops, indicating that in the 

~_(j_dt-on phase, the intel"action energy and the high degeneracy of hyperons 

do not overcome their larger mass. For the weaker coupling of hyperons, 

suggested by the evidence on hyper-nuclei, this conclusion is 

strengthened, Therefore, according to this estimate, we conclude that no 

metastable state exists for hyper-strange matter in the 0~<!r:_~~~£ phase, 

in contrast to the estimate of Chin and Kerman for the ~ark phase. 

One reservation can be mentioned. Both estimates of the energy 

are extra ations in different models of nature. The parameters of the 

bag model are optimized with respect to a few hadron masses and have no 

known connection to larger objects. The parameters of the hadronic matter 

model are determined by properties of nuclear matter and hyper-nuclei, 

and extrapolated away from these conditions. 
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FIGURE CAPT ION 

L The binding energy minimized with respect to density (marked on 

the curve in fm- 3) is shown as a function of strange quark 

fraction for the hadronic phase of matter calculated here, and the 

quark matter phase calculated by Chin and Walecka. 
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